
 

Grand Lisboa Palace Macau Listed in Voyage Magazine’s  
“Best Newly Opened Hotel” 

Hotel tower Showcases Macau’s Charm and Attraction 
 
(Macau, 31 December 2021) The Grand Lisboa Palace Macau hotel tower of Grand Lisboa Palace 
Resort Macau (“Grand Lisboa Palace”) has been listed in China Voyage Magazine’s “Best Newly 
Opened Hotel 2021” high-end hotel selection. Opened in July, Grand Lisboa Palace Macau is the 
largest of the Resort’s three hotel towers and manifests the harmonious interplay of oriental and western 
design in every aspect of its elegant and opulent hospitality, paying tribute to the profound history and 
culture of Macau. Inheriting the outstanding achievements of parent company SJM Resorts, S.A. 
(“SJM”), Grand Lisboa Palace has become a landmark attraction in this World Heritage City. 
 
“As the Resort’s flagship hotel tower, Grand Lisboa Palace Macau highlights the city's unique East-
meets-West culture through its magnificent design and meticulous service. Being recognised in Voyage 
Magazine’s ‘Best Newly Opened Hotel 2021’ high-end hotel selection is a testament to the indelible 
efforts exhibited by the Grand Lisboa Palace team. We are deeply honoured to receive this accolade 
and will continue adhering to the spirt of achieving excellence and creating experiences that are 
“Beyond Legendary” for our visitors,” said Ms. Daisy Ho, Chairman of the Board of Directors of SJM. 
 
Each of Grand Lisboa Palace Macau’s 1,350 contemporary, Chinoiserie-inspired rooms and suites is 
exquisitely furnished and celebrates Macau's unique cultural identity and maritime history. The furniture 
selections reinterpret Macau's heritage patterns and motifs, complemented by bespoke art pieces 
depicting old and new Macau. All of the rooms and suites include exceptional in-room amenities and 
gorgeous views overlooking Cotai or the European-styled Jardim Secreto. Throughout the hotel tower 
are specially commissioned art works by young and established local artists; the largest collection of 
local art works in any hotel or integrated resort in Macau, which offers visitors a taste of the city's vibrant 
art scene. In addition, the Resort offers the finest and most diverse cuisines; a 75,000-square-metre 
retail mall The Bazar designed with a “Fantasy Garden” theme; versatile meetings and event venues 
including The Grand Pavilion; and exclusive wellness facilities through each hotel tower. 
 
Well-known and tailor-made for luxurious travel, China Voyage Magazine’s “Best Newly Opened Hotel” 
selection has been held every year since 2009 to determine China’s most excellent hotels. Under the 
theme of “Diversified Experiences; Rediscovering China”, this year’s selection was conducted by a 
panel of judges, senior editors, industry experts and hospitality evaluators who voted for the best hotels 
in addition to the fan favourite selection to come up with the 2021 list. 
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Photo Captions 
 

 
Photo 1: The Grand Lisboa Palace Macau hotel tower of Grand Lisboa Palace Resort Macau has 
been listed in China Voyage Magazine’s 2021 “Best Newly Opened Hotel” high-end hotel selection. 
 

 
Photo 2: Grand Lisboa Palace Macau highlights the city's unique East-meets-West culture through its 
magnificent design and meticulous service. 
 
 
About Grand Lisboa Palace Resort Macau  
Grand Lisboa Palace Resort Macau is the flagship integrated resort of SJM Resorts, S.A. in Cotai that 
celebrates the meeting of East and West, and honours Macau’s cross-cultural heritage. The resort 
offers approximately 1,900 rooms and suites with three distinct and exciting hotel towers: Grand Lisboa 
Palace Macau is a modern Chinoiserie-styled masterpiece in design elevating the widely-recognised 
Lisboa brand to a new level of excellence, and the other two towers are exclusively designed by world-



 

class fashion brands, namely Versace and KARL LAGERFELD. Palazzo Versace Macau boasts a total 
Versace-branded lifestyle experience, the first of its kind in Asia, while THE KARL LAGERFELD is the 
only tower in the world with its interior fully designed by the eponymous designer. In addition,  
Grand Lisboa Palace offers the finest and diverse cuisines; a 75,000-square-metre retail mall The Bazar 
designed with a “Fantasy Garden” theme; versatile meetings and event venues including The Grand 
Pavilion; exclusive wellness facilities through each hotel tower; and exciting entertainment features. 
 


